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Reflective Bezel and GloLight Technology Make Optronics’ Surface-Mount 
Fusion LED Stop, Tail, Turn and Backup Lamps Eye-Catching 

 
Optronics’ stylish Fusion GloLight six-inch oval multi-function surface-mount LED lamps are as 

practical as they are stunning and are available with high-visibility safety bezel.  
 
TULSA, Okla., USA (Jan. 16, 2018) — Optronics International, a leading manufacturer and 
supplier of heavy-duty LED vehicle lighting, today announced the introduction of the newest 
additions to its Fusion line of combination stop, tail, turn and backup lamps. The new Fusion 
GloLight six-inch oval multi-function surface-mount LED lamps not only employ Optronics’ 
patented GloLight optical technology, but are available with a unique reflective safety bezel for 
commercial vehicles that need a higher level of conspicuity. The new Fusion GloLight six-inch 
oval stop, tail, turn and backup lamps will be presented to the industry at Heavy Duty 
Aftermarket Week (HDAW) 2018. 
 
In today’s environment, delivery and service vehicles are on the road in increasing numbers and 
at all hours of the day and night. Whether carrying out their duties in dense urban zones, 
neighborhoods or rural areas, visibility and safety are paramount to both workers and those on 
the road around them. Fitted with Optronics’ reflective bezel, Fusion GloLight six-inch oval 
stop, tail, turn and backup lamps promote safety by standing out not only in their performance as 
lamps, but even when they’re off. 
 
“Our GloLight LED technology has already gained industry prominence for its high-visibility 
characteristics, but combining stop, tail, turn and backup functionality with our conspicuity bezel 
makes this lamp like nothing else on the market,” Brett Johnson, president and CEO of Optronics 
International, said. “And with our Fusion GloLight, we’ve combined multi-function practicality 
and safety with a new level of aesthetic style.” 
 
GloLight lamps are recognizable for their high-style automotive look that features smoothly 
glowing areas of the lens, contrasting with pinpoint LED accents. Optronics’ surface-mount 
Fusion combination lamps have become a favorite of work truck OEMs and fleets alike, because 
of their consolidation of stop, tail, turn and backup functions in one low-profile format that 
requires only one half-inch hole for wiring and just four mounting holes for either rivet or screw 
fasteners. 
 
“Put simply, these are some of the best-looking and most functional lamps on the market today, 
and we believe that manufacturers and fleets will respond to both qualities,” Johnson said. 
“Fusion GloLight LED lamps are also among the most versatile lamps and, with surface- and 
flange-mount versions available, can be mounted for virtually any lighting application.” 
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Flush-mount and flange-mount Fusion GloLight six-inch oval stop, tail, turn and backup lamps 
are available with a chrome bezel, a white bezel that can be painted and Optronics’ reflective 
safety bezel. The lamps come hardwired with standard female PL-3 plugs. The consolidation of 
lamp functions reduces SKUs as well as carrying costs and also completely eliminates the need 
for a separate backup lamp. Fusion GloLight LED combination stop, tail, turn and backup lamps 
essentially offer the end user two LED lamps for the price of one. 
 
The new Fusion GloLight LED combination stop, tail, turn and backup lamps, 
STL1211RCFHPG (bulk pack) and STL1211RCFHPGP (polypack) are expected to be available 
in February 2018. The lamps meet all FMVSS 108 and CMVSS 108 photometric requirements 
for visibility and safety. Lenses and housings are made of tough polycarbonate material that is 
sonically welded. The lamps employ a solid-state, surface-mount device (SMD) design that 
protects their electronics against moisture, shock and vibration. Like all LED products from 
Optronics, all Fusion GloLight lamps come with no-hassle, one-diode lifetime warranty 
protection that will replace the lamp if even one diode fails. 
 
Optronics products are available in the U.S. and Canada through the company’s extensive 
distribution network of more than 12,000 convenient distribution locations. Users can access 
individual Optronics distributor websites by simply clicking on their logo icons. For information 
on international sales and distribution of Optronics products, please contact Dorian Drake at +1 
(914) 697-9800, or visit http://doriandrake.com. 
 
To access high-resolution product images of the new Fusion GloLight LED combination stop, 
tail, turn and backup lamp, please visit: 
http://www.optronicsinc.com/RESOURCES/ImageGalleries/STL1211.aspx 
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About Optronics 
As the fastest-growing vehicle lighting manufacturer in the U.S., Optronics International 
attributes its success to delivering better value, better options and better lighting to its customers. 
Founded in 1972, Optronics International is a premier worldwide manufacturer and supplier of 
branded industrial and commercial vehicular safety lighting products. The company specializes 
in interior and exterior LED and incandescent lighting for the marine, RV, trailer, HD and transit 
vehicle markets. The Optronics product catalog is among the most extensive in the industry. 
Optronics is headquartered in Tulsa, Oklahoma and has an ISO/TS 16949:2009 certified 
manufacturing facility in Annan District, Tainan, Taiwan, with additional manufacturing 
capabilities in Muskogee, Oklahoma. The company has an ISO 9001:2008 certified distribution 
facility in Goshen, Indiana, as well as distribution through its location in Ontario, Canada. Learn 
more at http://www.optronicsinc.com. 
 
Fusion and GloLight are trademarks of Optronics International. 


